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ver photo:
3nt entrance of the Yushima
Temple. The small board in the
middle reads "get down from the
horse".

It was just a coincidence that the
Dutch Embassy in Tokyo was looking for a suitable location for the
proposed Netherlands Culture Center
and when we mentioned that we had
found an attractive office for ASP
and there was still another space
available, they went to hire it immediately. In the meantime the
Center was officially opened by our
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr. van
der Stoel, at the beginning of
January.

Around the
world with
ASP

ASP'S Tokyo office is a "liaison" office with the aim of enlarging our
promotional activities in Japan by
building a sophisticated mailing
system in Japanese characters.

ASP IN JAPAN

What do you think of when you hear
the name "Tokyo"? Perhaps of small
ahouses with paper sliding doors
d the famous Geisha girls, or of
clusters of modern earthquake-proof
skyscrapers with glittering neon
signboards?
None of these associations would
apply to our brand new office there
in Tokyo, one of the largest towns
of the world with a population of
10 million and the capital of the
second largest single market for ASP
publications.
' SP's Tokyo

office started its opera3ns on 1.12.1974 and is situated in
quiet part of Tokyo's QuartierLatin or the student town of Hongo.
In fact the prestigious Tokyo University (Oxford of Japan) is within
10 minutes walking distance from
the office as are other colleges and
some of the major book importers of
3ky0.
unique feature is that the Tokyo
'fice is right next door to the
mous Yushima Temple, which was
lilt in 1478 in the honour of a
lint of Literature. The temple: is
ill very much in use and ever) year
ousands of students pray the re for
good examination results.

Mr. T. Kato, who for many years was
director of the import section of
Messrs. Nankodo, second largest
medical book importer in Japan,
kindly accepted our invitation to
head the new ASP liaison office.
Mr. Kato ("Ben" to his colleagues)
who is 43 years old, married, 2 boys
is the prototype of a Japanese
business man, devoted to the company he is working for and meticulously precise in the work he undertakes. His 17 years in the book importing business in Japan is an invaluable asset to ASP. Running a
business in Japan is based on
numerous social contacts of which
Mr. Kato, as a respected senior
member of the trade, possesses many.
Mr. Kato is fluent not only in
English but also in German from his
student days when he majored in
German literature. Assisting Mr. Kato
is his secretary, Miss Kimiko
Tsuchiya, of whom we know that
she spent some time in the U.S.A.
when she acquired her excellent
knowledge of English.

\

The front view of ASP, Tokyo
office. The Netherlands Culture
Center is on the left-hand side of
the same building.

The interior of the office.

The interior of our office is a mixture of European and traditional
Japanese style, fairly large (60 sq.
metres), and as you will see from the
photographs already overcrowded
by books received from Amsterdam.
Although ASP Tokyo has only just
started operations we are convinced
that under the leadership of Ben
Kato and with its ideal location it
will become a vital part of the
Id-wide ASP organization.

Mr. Kato's secretary, Miss K. Tsuchi)
at the entrance. The board reads
"ElsevierIExcerpta MedicaINorthHollandIASP Tokyo Offic "
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New and forthcoming books
1974

No. 68 (January 1975) of this
series of promotion booklets,
produced and distributed by
the Amsterdam ASP Sales and
Promotion Department, was a
very special one. Of course, our
new Tokyo office is in need of
promotion material in the
Japanese language and in
Japanese characters. Thus No.
68, produced in Tokyo this
time, happened to be our first
booklet in Japanese. In order
t o give you an impression of
the contents we show you two
pages from it.

ISRN

The geographical location of South
America being 16 to 24 flying hours
away from Europe with 9 major
countries having 2 different languages, a difficult economic situation and an alien climate makes it
nearly impossible to stimulate and
encourage the sales of our publications from ASP'S Amsterdam home
office.
Experience has proved that only a
close personal contact with our
institutional customers and the interceding book trade can bring results
for the benefit of both the publisher
and the academic customer.
Therefore in the middle of 1973
ASP decided to organize a joint
representation in South America in
cooperation with Springer-Verlag,
Berlin. As both publishers cover the
same market with similar publications it seemed only logical to combine efforts and to share costs.
The right person to cover so wide a
continent was found in Mr. Claudio
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Amsterdam and New York
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ROTHMULLER. Born in Argentina
with family roots in Europe he combines South American temperament
and energy with European thoroughness. One of his great advantages is
that he speaks both Spanish and
Portuguese fluently together with a
good knowledge of both Englishand
German.
Under the guidance and with the
help of ASPISpringer's home offices
Mr. Rothmuller covers the South
American market from the representation office in Rio de Janeiro.
Concentrating mainly on the two
major countries, Brazil and Argentina,
but also covering Chile, Colombia,
Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela the
results of the first twelve months of
his activities are most promising.
Through repeated visits to universities, research institutes and the
book trade the vital personal contacts are created and deepened between the publisher and his
customers.
During these visits the institutional
customers are familiarized with our
book and journal publications and
the trade is encouraged to act as an

intermediary and to promote, stock
and exhibit our titles.
Assisted by his multi-lingual secretary, Miss Elizabeth Villas Boas
Bravo, the results of these visits are
followed up from his office and new
contacts are made.
In this way ASP is able t o handle the
difficult problem of covering a large
prospective market under close
supervision from Amsterdam.

Mr. Claudio Rothmuller and Miss
Elizabeth Villas Boas Bravo

report nf a journey to

I

The People's Republic of China
At short notice, the group
managers of ASP received recently an invitation t o come to
Kwangchow (Canton) t o meet
the representatives of the
China National Publications
Import Corporation (formerly
Waiwen Shudian) in their own
country during the Canton
Trade Fair. The invitation was
accepted by Drs. E. van
Tongeren and Mr. J.C. Baltzer,
who travelled early November
to the People's Republic of
China from Hong Kong.

Following here are a few personal impressions of a more
general nature. Of necessity
they do not d o justice t o a
country like China, but sometimes even a fleeting view contains some truths.

piece of ground is under
cultivation. It looks a bit like
Indonesia because of the flora.

The export of our scientific
books and journals t o the
Chinese mainland increased
steadily over many years, until
the Cultural Revolution
brought about a sharp decline.
Although there has been a slow
recovery since then, this was
really the first opportunity t o
discuss ways and means of a
further, much improved cooperation. It was a first step in
the right direction. If the
present favourable political
climate continues, we confidently expect a positive development on the basis of the personal contacts which we were
able t o establish.

From arranging the details of
the trip with the People's
Republic's own Travel Agency in
Hong Kong until arrival at the
Tung Fang Hotel in Canton,
everything was splendidly organized. After crossing the
famous railway bridge near
Hong Kong (22 miles from the
city center), one was very
courteously received. Passport-,
health-, and customs clearance
were a matter of minutes. A
cleverly designed coupon system took care of everything
like train tickets, hotel reservation, transport by bus t o the
hotel, etc. All foreigners were
served with an excellent
Chinese lunch at the station
across the border which filled
the time until the train left
about two hours later for
Canton. The train, very comfortable and air-conditioned,
went through subtropical, lush
countryside where every little

Canton is large and very much
like other oriental cities but
without beggars and it is much
cleaner than anywhere else. By
walking through the city we
,
created a sort of "Volksauflauf",
as foreigners must still onnoor
to come from another
At times there were CO
able crowds around us and the
only sure way of dispersing
them was to try t o take a picture of the little hordes. They
would run very fast indeed. Thc
average size of people seems t o
be about 1.50m, all with black
hair, men and women very
much alike in their Mao dresses,
all very friendly, cheerful and
well-fed. One would think by
dressing them all alike in simple
garb, Chairman Mao must have
solved a major economic problem in one stroke. There seems
t o be an ample supply of food
and other daily commodities,
as displayed in the shops. One
thing is very noticeable indeed:
the almost total absence of
technical gadgets. The most advanced mass transport for ex-

Reception committee,
--nmune near lanton

Monument in honour of Sun Yat-sen,
founder of modern China

latest wall newspaper

Mr. Van Tongeren studying the

ample S
be the bicycle,
of whicr~VIIG saw thousands all without any lighting! On
the streets during the night,
street lighting is very scarce,
even buses and the few cars use
their headlights only occasionally.
On Sunday, we were treated to
an excursion t o a village commune, includinf;visits t o a
hospita 1 and a s.ilk-cocoonreceiving- ">+~- ha: - u- u ~Itl .took a
whole day and was well worth
the effort. Fishiing and SilkL?
worm breeding wer G +~rle
main
activifi'es of this commune and
we watched them making one
of their monthly catches of
carp. The leader of the village
made a speech, children in
large numbers were clapping

their hands in greetings to the
foreigners, we even were invited into the houses. On the
way one saw again, thousands of
people at work, but all of them
with an absolute minimum of
technical aids. We did not see
one single tractor, for example.
Last but not least, something
about the visible political system: any propaganda was kept
on low key, except for a few
slogans displayed in the buildings of the Trade Fair. In their
wordings they differ widely
from what is usually laid on in
countries like Eastern Germany
- and surprisingly enough they are appealing in their
simplicity and fortrightness.
One would think that Chairman Mao has succeeded well in
getting his message across.

Meeting with officials of the China
National Publications Import Corporation at the Canton Trade Fair

The comfortable hotcl in Canton
where the ASP representatives
stayed

CHANGE IN MANAGEMER'"
AMERICAN ELSEVIER

Farewell dinner for Mr. Pall1 Hoeber on his retirement from the
Presidency of American Elsevier Publishing Company, New York,
in the Plaza Hotel, New York.
From left t o right: Drs. E. van Tongeren, Mr. Paul Hoeber,
Mr. James Kels, Mrs. Hoeber.

The following announcement
was issued on January 3 1, 1 97 5 :
"Mr. Paul B. Hoeber has retired
from the presidency of
American Elsevier Publishing
Company, Inc., effective
January 3 1, 1975. Drs. E. van
Tongeren, chairman of the cl
pany, will assume the positic
of president and Mr. Hoeber
will continue with the company as a member of the Bo;
of Directors and consultant 1
the president.
As of February lst, the management of the company will consist of Drs. van Tongeren,
president; Mr. Michael Connolly,
editorial manager; Mr. Edward
Bolger, business manager and
Mr. J.E. Rowan, financial
manager.
Drs. van Tongeren is also a
member of the Board of Ma]
ing Directors of the entire
Elsevier Publishing Group,
whose headquarters are in
Amsterdam, and president of
its Scientific Publishing Division
(Associated Scientific Publishers b.v.), of which American
Elsevier is a fully owned
subsidiary."

North-Holland's new formula :
vVithin NIorth-Hol land the year
1974 was; one of Irelativel! r'
many jubilees. A quartet, consisting of Mr. A. Abbenbroek,
Mr. D. Philippo, Miss B. Rikken
and Mr. F. Varekamp, cele
brated their 12%-year anniversaries on the respective days of
festivity.
However, in order t o reestablish a tradition of an annual day's outing for all employees, and t o pay once more
extra attention t o the celebrators,
on Oct. 1 8 the entire Nohum personnel boarded coaches waiting
for them in Jan van Galenstraat.
The first destination was
Hilversum where the Bowling
Center was occupied by the
horde for the main part of the
afternoon. Contests were held
between departments and
individuals, and many a toast
was given after a clatter of "all
nine".
Although. there seemed t o be n o

1. Mr. D. Philippo and Miss B. Rikken
2. Mr. A. Abbenbroek

K years

=

l day

end t o everybody's enthusiasm
in throwing the ball, many
people's arms dangled limply
when the afternoon was over
and the company went back t o
Amsterdam.
Victoria Hotel, Damrak was the
place for an aperitif and a delicious dinner.
Mr. van Tongeren and
Mr. Wimmers delivered speeches in
which they summed up the
qualities of the heroes of the
feast, while Mr. van Leeuwen
announced, praised and re warded the prize-winners of the
bowling game. The most important prize was a challengecup; the desk-editorial department will have t o defend this
cup in a year's time. Apparently
everybody had recuperated
from the physical strain of t h e
afternoon, because the dancingfloor was well frequented b y
large numbers who were sorry
t o leave around midnight.

...............................

3. Mr. F. Varekamp

4. The throw of a champion (Mr. D. van
den Heuvel, before his master throw)

5. Anxious attention (from left:
Mrs. Wimmers, Mr. S. Pierce, Mrs.
van Tongeren, Mr. van Leeuwen..

.

6. and Mr. Geuzebroek (production
manager North-Holland), Mr.
Schwartz and Mr. Visser (Personel
dept. ASP) and Mrs. Schwartz

7. the result: a full hit!

Jubilee
with
Northprint
Twelve and a half years ago Mr.
J.F. Krips started the IBM-department of North-Holland
Publishing Company. Now he
is the managing director of a
full grown IBM-typesetting
company, Northprint (one of
the companies of the Associated
Scientific Publishers group),
which gives employment t o
more than a hundred people in
Amsterdam and Meppel.
January 17 was chosen as the
day t o celebrate this jubilee. In
a farmhouse restaurant not far
from Meppel many guests and
employees came together t o
offer their congratulations t o
Mr. Krips. After a word of welcome by Mr. J.H. van der Velden, second in command of the
Meppel office, various people
delivered speeches. In succession, Mr. L.R.J.F. de Fretes
spoke on behalf of all personnel,
Drs. E. van Tongeren in his
capacities of ASP'S group director and president of the Board
of Directors of Northprint,
Drs. J.K.W. van Leeuwen on
behalf of North Holland and
ASP Biological and Medical
Press (see the translation of his
speech hereafter), Mr. J.J.F.
Kels, managing director of
Elsevier Scientific Publishing
Company, and finally Mr. M.D.
Frank, founder of North-Holland including Northprint.
During these speeches many a
praising word was spoken and
several presents were offered
t o Northprint's managing
director.

Mr. Keuning from IBM congratulating Mr. Krips

English translation of the
speech given at the 12%years'
celebration of Mr. Jan F. Krips,
managing director of Northprint B.V. on January 17 th,
1975, by Drs. J.K.W. van
Leeuwen, managing director of
North-Holland Publishing Company

linguistic anachronisms. I remember from my schooldays it
took some doing before I
mastered his oldfashioned Latin.
Gaius Sallustius Crispus was the
first member of the family related t o publishing. In those
days writing meant being
physically engaged in writing.
We should not pity him too
much. G.S. Crispus had enriched himself considerably, at
the cost of his subjects, during
his governorship of Africa Nova
i.e. Northern Africa. The riches
gathered in that one year were
sufficient t o guarantee a life
without care and a host of servants who could take care of
the actual copying of the books
written by their master on
Jugurtha, Catalina and on
Roman history in general. In
his works he showed a preference for democratic honesty,
sometimes even growing into
priggishness.
We should keep in mind this
interest in matters of morality
shown by one of the oldest
representatives of the Kripsclan.

e

1. The first moralist in the
Krips family
One cannot explain the existence of a genius (and we all
are of the opinion Jan Krips is
a genius) without tracing back
his origins. Mentioning his
father, who is a typographical
phenomenon as well, gives a
slight indication only.
We are all familiar with the
linguistic 'wasp-waps' phenomenon. In the same way the
name of Krips is a derivation
from Crisp.
The first member of the family
as far as we know was
Gaius Sallustius Crispus (86-35
before Christ). After a career in
politics and administration he
started writing. He was wellknown for his preference for
Mr. Van Tongeren (left) and Mr.
T. Geuzebroek, production manager
of North-Holland, sharing the traditional coffee-pot with three Northprint ladies

2. Christianity, persistency
The Krips family flowered
during the first century after
Christ. At the same time however this age meant a radical
change in the lives of the
Kripses.
In the Acts of the Apostles
(1 8 : 8) we read : "And Crispus,
the chief ruler of the synagogue,
believed in the Lord. With all
his house; and many of the
Corinthians hearing believed,
and were baptized".
It opened an era of persecution
and other troubles for the
family.
I will not go into the details.
Let it be sufficient to mention
the fact that in 300 after Christ
only a few Kripses were left.
The family had gone through
periods, where fathers and sons
were quartered or crucified and
the female ancestors of Jan
Krips were violated or simply
killed.
In that period not much time

'-

was lleft f a r "'typography".
Hiding ana rleeing from the
imperial authorities took all
their time. Another quality
became apparent: persistency.

.

3. Martyrs
The Emperor Diocletianus
(*243-3 16) tried t o get the
Romans back t o their old
religion.
One of the consequences was an
even heavier persecution of the
Christians than before. This resulted almost in the total extermination of the Krips family.
Two brothers however,
Crispinus and Crispianus,
managed t o escape. They found
refuge in Soissons in France
and settled down as shoemakers
getting a reputation of holiness:
Never bills were sent for the
shoes mended. As this Christian
attitude also kept them from
paying taxes, government officials decided t o d o away with
them.
T h e story becomes t o o bloody
t o be told. But it is good t o r e member that both of them became saints. The Guild o f the
shoemakers claimed their
patronage. Every year o n
October 25 all Roman Catholic
shoemakers devote a few sentences in their prayers t o the

1

'
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Cartoon by: Eddy Jenlcins,
Accounting Dept., Elsevier
Sequoia S.A., Lausanne

brothers Crispinus and
Cris~ianus.

I Lausanne
journal contest

4. Jan Krips
Jan, this has resulted in you.
And your qualities were an important part of the formula
needed t o create Northprint in
Amsterdam and in Meppel.
O n behalf of North-Holland and
ASP Biological and Medical
Press I like t o express our appreciation for the past 12%
years. They have been years of
devotion t o our journals and
books.
Personally I like t o thank you
for the fact that so often you
have shown yourself to be so
inspiring. Publishers are used t o
it being the other way round.
This reversed situation has
shown t o be refreshing in many
cases.
I will tell you what t o d o with
our present: You should sit
down: relax, pour yourself a
glass of this fine brandy, and
your only activity should be t o
look a t the gun-carriage and
give yourself the feeling that
you are extinguishing a part of
your own creative explosivity.
I wish you together with Northprint a good time t o come for
many years.

At Elsevier Sequoia in
Lausanne, a contest is held
every month in which 2 1
runners participate. In February, the race was clearly won
by the very fast ECO (Environmental Conservation) with old
WEAR - still going strong - as
the runner-up.
The greedy looking Mr.Budget
'75 is apparently not yet satisfied with this race. I t is t o be
expected, however, that by
Christmas this year his face
will show a little smile.
Standing beside him are 2 new
runners that are eager t o enter
the contest as well. Maybe they
will be allowed into the race
later in the year. The donkey
behind Mr.Budget is a great
nuisance. His break-donkeypower (b.d.p.) pulls t o o
strongly on recession, inflation
and dollar value. He spoils the
races and should therefore be
exiled from this world.

*
Ixtension of the ASP journal warehous
I

The Amsterdam ASP publishing
companies have their journal
warehouse in a village called
Diemen, not far from
Amsterdam and the international airport Schiphol.
From there the journals are
distributed very quickly by air
around the world. In order to
overcome the growing shortage
of space, it was decided to
extend the warehouse with
some 900 square meters. On
February 5, 1975 Mr. 0. ter
Haar, managing director ASP,
and Mrs. C.M. Mulder, head of
the warehouse, joined hands t o
drive the first pile into the soft
earth. Owing to an advanced construction method the buildingcompany will finish the work
already beginning May.
BOOK EXHIBITION IN INDIA

Mrs. Mulder and Mr. Ter Haar driving
the first pile

erested people after the blow

During the 26th Congress of
Physiological Sciences which
was held in New Delhi (October
20-26, 1974) our sales representative for India, Allied
Publishers Private Ltd., exhibited ASP books for the
participants. On this occasion
Allied was happily surprised by
the attendance of several high
visitors. Picture 1 shows the
President of India and leading
Cabinet Ministers entering the
exhibition hall, on picture 2 the
Union Health Minister is seen
signing the Visitor's Book at
Allied's stand.

IECENT APPOINTMENTS

I

Mrs. Anne-Christine George has
been appointed by Elsevier
Sequoia, Lausanne, as their first
acquisition editor.
After graduating in mathematics
at Manchester University, she
joined Unilever Ltd., and
worked with various of their
marketing and advertising companies in the London area. In
1970, she was transferred to
Zurich, where her initial task
was to extend the Swiss company's market research business
into the pharmaceutical and
commercial sectors: this led t o
setting up a marketing consultancy service for nonUnilever clients. Chris then
headed a group of account executives in the market research
subsidiary, adding t o this the
duties of deputy director in
1973.
Having finally mastered
schwiezerdutsch, she remarks
that they speak another
language in Lausanne, figuratively as well as literally. Chris
is glad t o be staying in Switzerland, where she and her husband enjoy the facilities for
their favourite sports of skiing,
sailing, and alpine-flying.

Dr. A.B. Dempster joined
Elsevier Scientific Publishing
Company in the course of 1974,
as acquisition editor for the
chemistry and technology
section.
Dr. Dempster studied Natural
Sciences at Cambridge and did
his graduate work in chemical
spectroscopy at the University
of East Anglia. He spent a year
as a research fellow in the Institute for Protein Research of
Osaka University, Japan, and
another at the Institute for
Macromolecular Chemistry in
Milan, Italy. After three years as
Senior Lecturer in Molecular
Spectroscopy at Hacettepe
University, Ankara, Turkey, he
returned to East Anglia as a
Senior Research Associate for a
four-month period before coming to Holland. His main scientific interests are in the field of
molecular structure and dynamics. He has published numerous
papers in international scientific
journals, including one of
Elsevier's.

Mr. Michael Connolly recently
joined American Elsevier as acquisitions editor in a variety of
subject areas ranging from
Architecture to Linguistics. He
began his publishing career with
Addison-Wesley after taking a
degree in Comparative Literature at Brandeis University.
Following a year's work in
California as a college traveller,
he moved to Addison-Wesley's
home office as Assistant Director of their International
Division. A year later he moved
to England to establish and
manage Addison-Wesley's
London office. From his
London base he was responsible for all AW editorial and
sales activities in Europe and
the Middle East. After four
years in London, Mr. Connolly
returned to the United States
to take up an academic appointment as Editorial Director of
The MIT Press. At MIT he
supervised a professional and
trade publishing program
which issued one hundred new
titles annually. After nine years
at MIT he joined the ranks of
international civil servants as a
temporary consultant to the
World Bank on their publications program with special emphasis on the distribution of
World Bank information material in developing countries. A
native of Boston, most of his
holidays are spent at Cape Cod
especially when the surf is high
and the Blue Fish are striking.

Ken Derham joined Applied
Science Publishers at the beginning of December, 1974, as acquisition editor. Coming origi nally from Southampton, he
studied chemistry at the University of Bath on a four-year sandwich course. During this time he
worked in the chemical fertilizer industry and at a government research laboratory. After
his B.Sc., Ken went to the University of Essex where he carried out research in the physical
chemistry of polymers, and intends to submit his thesis for a
Ph.D. degree in the near future.
Ken has a keen interest in the
environment; he was the
secretary of the Environment
Group at Essex University and
is a member of other groups
such as the Friends of the Earth.
His other interests include
music, particularly classical;
and various aspects of food production, including cookery.
The main subject areas which he
is covering as acquisition editor
are chemistry, rubber and plastics technology, food science
and technology, and agricultural science. His previous
experience in publishing has
been mainly from the 'other
side'; i.e. as an author of several
scientific reports and publications and of articles on environmental topics for university
publications. He is, however,
quickly finding out about the
many intricacies of the publishing business.

